In this paper, we consider three techniques for radius estimation of subsurface metal pipes using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) data. The GPR acquisition system was Zond12c with shielded antennae of frequency 900 MHz. Seven buried pipes from 0.01 m up to 0.36 m in radius were studied. For GPR data processing were applied the methods of weighted least squares, the recursive Kalman filter and the maximum likelihood. The recursive Kalman filter method shows the minimum value for average error of 3.08% for radius estimation. The maximum value for average error of 13.3% for all considered methods corresponds to pipe with the minimum radius of 0.01 m. For pipes with radius from 0.024 m up to 0.36 m the average errors are varied in the range of 0.74 5.17%. We studied the influences of random errors of measurements on the accuracy of radius estimations for the metal pipe of radius 0.36 m. We also inspected the influence of the angle between the antennae scan direction vector and the pipe axis on the accuracy of radius estimations by recursive Kalman filter technique for all studied pipes.
Introduction
Accurate radius estimation for subsurface pipelines allows to minimize environment damages and to reduce expenses of the pipe repair. The objective of this paper was to determine the expedient technique for practical application of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) data to radius estimation of buried pipes. Shihab et al. (2004) and Dolgiy et al. (2005) applied the method of direct least square fitting of ellipses with reference to hyperbolas acquired from GPR profiles. There the pipe radius estimation was performed without taking into account the random errors of measurement of delay time for the signal reflected from pipes. In this paper, we consider three techniques for the pipe radius estimation from GPR data: the weighted least squares (WLS) method, the recursive Kalman filter (KF) technique and the maximum likelihood (ML) method. Furthermore, it was important to consider the dependence of radius estimation accuracy on random errors of GPR data measurements and angle of scan direction vector. For GPR with separate transmitting and receiving antennae two-way travel time or delay time of reflected signal is given by GPR Radar Systems Zond-12c with shielded antenna of central frequency 900 MHz was used for data acquisition. We applied GPR software to extract the points of hyperbola ( , ) i i
x t corresponded to reflection from the pipe (Figure 1 ). Then the values of 0 x , 0 t (1) were defined. The signal velocity in the ground was calculated using the a priori value of the depth to the top of the pipe.
Weighted least squares method
The random error i ς of measurement of delay time for the signal reflected from pipes we can take into account as
where i r is the covariance of i ς . The sequence of steps for estimation of the pipe radius R using the weighted least squares method (Kalman, 1960) consists of linearization of (2) in the neighborhood of a priori value of radius estimation R , determination of i r value, calculations of the covariance of error for pipe radius estimation P and weighting coefficient K :
Recursive Kalman filter technique
The equation (4) in view of Porrill's suggestions (1990) we can rewrite as follows:
Because one value of delay time with the error is measured on the each step, (5) may be rewritten as
where 0 P is the defined initial value of covariance for error of radius estimation and 0 R is the defined initial value of radius estimation. For the radius estimation according to this method we use the i th point of acquired hyperbola ( , ) i i
x t , determine a priori values of delay time for i th point and its derivative, define the initial value of covariance for error of radius estimation and calculate the weighting coefficient i K and then we obtain ˆi R .
Maximum likelihood method
The equation (6) for the radius estimation ˆi R in this case looks as follows
where ˆi t , i Ka and i H are given by: 
The delay time is calculated by using radius estimation 1i R − acquired from previous step of iteration. Excepting of this feature the sequence of steps for radius estimation by this method is the same as for the recursive Kalman filter technique.
Consideration of random errors of parameters measurements
In (2) 
where γ , ϕ , ψ are the weighting coefficients. Table 1 The average error for radius estimation of pipes from 0.01 m up to 0.36 m for recursive Kalman filter technique is 3.08%, for maximum likelihood method is 4.18%, for weighed least squares method is 5.01% therefore the recursive Kalman filter technique can be recommended as the most expedient for practical application.
Results and Conclusions
The maximum values of errors for estimation of pipe radius were acquired for the pipe with the smallest radius. 
